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Intrgduction. The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the notion of
dual bundles of topological microbundles. For this purpose, we construct associate
vector bundles of topological microbundles in g2. 0ne of the interesting result
is that a cross‑section of the cotangent microbundle (L e. the dual bundle of the
tangent microbundle) of a topological manifold X is a l‑cochain of X in the sense of
Alexander‑Spanier. This justifies our definition of dual bundles. We also define the
tensor product of as,sociate vector bundles (or their dual bundles) of microbundles

and show the correspondence between the cross‑sections of the tensor products
of cotangent microbundles and Alexander‑Spanier cochains. In S4, we consider
the relation between associate vector bundles of Hd*(n).‑bundles and jet bundles.

g1 Transition fuRctioms of microbundles.
1. Doj7nition of the sheaf aF.(n).. We set

Eo(n) = {f1f is a homeomorphism from R'i into R" and f(O) = o}.

We regard Eo(n) to be a topological semigroup by compact open topology. We
denote by X a topological space with {(Ult(x)} the neighborhood basis of xE X.
The semigroup of all continuous maps from Ult(x) into Ee(n) is denoted by H
(Uh(x), Eo(n)). For fE H(U},(x), Eo(n)), we set

A ‑‑ (y,f<y)(a)).
(1) f<y, a)
By definition, ?is a homeomorphism from (11h (x) xR'i into UL,(x) × R".
Definition. VVe call f and g are equivalent if f and g coincide on some neigh‑
borhood of xxO in U.(x)× R'i and denote fr‑wg.
The set of equivalence classes of H (U.(x), Eo(n)) by this relation is denoted
by H* (Uft(x), Eo(n)). It is also a semigroup.

If U.<x) contains UB(x), then there is the restriction homomorphism
rX : IY(l:1lt(x), Eo(n))‑H(U)? (x), Eo(n)), and it induces a homomorphism
rff, : H.(U.(x), Eo(n).H,, (Ultx), Eo (n)). Since we know iX'r?, ::=igy. if Uh(x)) Uh (x) )U, (x),

we set
(2) H"(n). == iim [ca,(Ult(x), Eo (n)), r,ev].

Lemina 1. For any fc H(U.(x), Ee(n)), there exists a UB(x) such that rSf has
the inverse in H), (U.(x), Eo(n)).

Proof. Since f is a homeomorphism, for suitable q(x), if y E q(x) then f(N)
(R") contains Q', a neighborhood of the origin of R'i. Moreover, we may assume
that there exists a homeomorphism e from R't onto Q' as follows :
e(a) :=: a, if aE (?", (?'' is a neighborhood of the origin of R'i.

Then frie belongs in ll<Ur(x), Ee(n)) and on some suitable Ub(x) × Q, Uh(x)CU)3(x),

QCQ" and Q is a neighborhood of the origin of R", we get

AA AA

(f(f‑ie)), (y, a) = (( fhie)f) (y, a) = (y, a), yE UB(x), a E Q.

Therefore we have the lemma.
Corellary. H*(n). is a grouP.
DefinitioR. I)e ffH(U, Eo(n)), then its class in H.(n). is denoted by fle.

For a neighborhood V(x) of x in X; we set
(3) U(fl., V(x)) =:: {fylyE V(x)}.
In U.eis/iHl,(n)., we take {U(fle, V(x))} to be the neighborhood basis of fL,. Then

U.e.di* (n). becomes a sheaf of groups over .XL This sheaf is denoted by Hk(n),.
Note. Similarly, starting from a pseudogroup r of continuous transformations
of Rn, we can construct a sheaf r*, (or rd*,) over XL (cf. [3] or g4).
2. The cohomology set Hi (X] ca (n),). Theorem 1. if X is a normal ParacomPact
toPological sPace, than there is a 1 to 1 corresPondence between the set of all
equivalence classes of n‑dimensional toPological microbundes over Xand Hi (X]
H*(n),)･

z e'
Proof. Let ee : X‑>E‑‑>X
be an n‑dimensional microbundle over X defined
by the diagram

j.,, v

/ Xx
u.xoisX

11 '

UxRn, ,
where U is an open set in E, gn is a homeomorphism, then we can set
guopngLi (x, a) ::= (x, ip..(x) (a)), (x, a) E g%(Un8),

because cDngos‑i (x,a), (xEUnV), does not change v. By Clefinition, sDu.(x) is a
homeomorphism from some neighborhood of the origin of R" to some neighborhood

of the origin of R'i and guv(x)(O)=O. Since op11 g%Fi is a homeomorphism from
eou (UnU) onto gD% (UnU), gv.(v) is continuous in x. We denote theclass of so..(x)
in H*(n). by g..(x). (cf. the proof of lemma 1). Then by definition,
{govv(x) } E Zi (X, U*(n),).
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If ee and ee' are equivalent microbundles by the bundle map h : E‑E', then
there is an huEH(U, Eo(n)) for any U such that the diagram

hu

u ‑‑ll'
9U. hcJ .9'U'
Ux rc'i ‑Ux Rn ,
is commutative. Therefore if the transition functions of ee and ee' are given by
{gu.(x)} and {g.,.'(x)}, then we get
g..'(x) =:: h.(x)g.Kx)h.(x)Ti.

Hence they are cohomologous and therefore the equivalence class of ee corresponds
to an element of Hi (X, H* (n) ,).

To show the converse, we take an element {gcrB(x)}EZi(X, 4(n),) and assume
that its c‑overing system {Ud} is locally finite. We denote the representation of
gB.(x) by ga3(x).

Since X is paracompact, for suitable locally finite covering system {Uh･}, we
obtain
gBr(:V)grcr(X)g)ae(:C)(a) :=: a, if xE Ucr n UB nUr, aE(?cie,

where QcrB is a neighborhood of the origi'n of R".
In U2v × R" × a, we set
IJIBcr :== ((l:1ltnUl?) × QRangopB((U}vnUly) × QcrB)) × ev･

Then UBcr is an open set of Ult × R"×ev. We identify 11.B ) t×a×ev and x× gocrB(x) (a)× evE

11s.. By the assumption about op.B (x) and the definition of Ueve, the equivalence relat‑
ion is well defined. The quotient space'of U. Ult × R" × av by this relation is denoted

by E. Then by the definition of the equialence, we can defne i: X‑E and 1': E‑>XL
Since {Ult} is locally finite, for all x e ‑V., nx,u,, n uk Ui?a cUlt × lll?" × ev iS a

neighborhood of x×O×ain Ult×R"×ct. Therefore there is a neighborhood
V(x) of x in X and Q of the origin of I?" such that

vrx)xQxac n UBcr.
xEUcrnUB

Then by the definition of E, V(x) × Q × crbecomes an open set of E. Therefore

XLEIhE ‑‑;X is a microbundle and by the above construction, the transition function
of this bundle is {gcrB(X))
If {gcrB' (x)} is another rrpresentation of {g.･B(x)}, then we geLt

gaB'(x) I wrx) × Q' =g.s(x) i W(x)xQ',

on some W(x) cX and Q'c R". Hence they define same microbundles.

In the above construction, if {g.,.(x)} is induced from ee, then {g.,.(x)} induces

ee. Therefore we obtain the theorem.
Example. If X is a topological rnanifold with coordinate system {(U, h., )} then

A
the tangent microbundle T: X >XxX‑>X is defined by the diagram

UxU

ti/ x

U liU /
U, oX
q.(x,y)=(x,hti)J)‑hu(x)),

×xo
e /
X /P,
U×Rn

where M is the diagonal map. ([7]). Therefore, setting
hax(y) == hu(y) ‑ hu(x), yc U,
the transition function {g..(v)I} of T is given by

(4) g..(x) (a) = hu, xhzx ‑i (a) = huh vri (a+hrfx)) ‑ hdix).

Note. If we start from Kister's theorem, we can construct an associate vector
bundle of a microbundle as a C(R't)‑bundle. In this case the dual bundle of this
associate vector bundle must be a C(R'i):i:‑bundle. Here C(R'i) is the topological

vector space of all real valued continuous functions on R" with normally
convergence topolgy and C(R'i)" is its dual space. (i.e. the space of compact
carrier measures of R'i). But in this paper, we construct another type of
associate vector bundle and its dual bundle starting from theorem 1.

g2 Associate vector bundles of microbundles.
3. Construction of associate vector bundles. For an open U of X, a normal
paracompact topological space, we set
Co (U × R'i) := {f Ifis a (real valued) continuous functions on UxR" such
that setting A(a) == f(y, a), yc U, the carrier of b is

compact}.
we regard Ce (UxR") to be a topological vector space over R by normally conver‑

gence topology. Similarly, we denote by C(UxR") the topological vector space
of all continuous functions on UxR'i with normally convergence topology. The
submodule of C(UxR") consisted by those functions that vanish on some neigh‑
borhood of UxO is denoted by C,(UxR'i). Then, since X is normal, we have
( 5 ) C(U× R")/C,(U× R") [): Co (U× R") /C,(U× R")n Co(U× R").

We denote this modttle by C*(UxR'i). It is a vector space over R, but not a
topological vector space.

Since the restriction homomorphism rY: C(U × R")‑‑C(V × R'i), UDV, maps
C,(UxR") into C"(VxR'i), we set
(6) C.(n). ‑ lim. [C. (Ult(x) × R'i) Irg ].
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Here rX is the inducecl homomorphism from rX.
Lemma 2. ILf q. belongs in H, (n)., then g. induces an isomorPhism g.* from
C.(n). onto C*(n)..

Preo￡ We assume g belongs in H(U, Eo(n)). Then g induces an isomorphism g"
from Ce (g(U × R'i)) onto Co (U × R'i) and by this map, C, (U × R") fi Co (g (U × R'i))

is mapped on Co(U × R")n C.(U× R"). Here Co<ip(U× R")) is defined similarly as

Co (U × R'i). Then we get the lemma because we know
C* (U×R") 2Y Co (ip (U × R")) /Co (ip (U × R")) fi C, (U × R'i).

We deRote the class of fEC(UxR") in C*(n).by X. and for a neighborhood
V(x) of x, we set
U(f., V(x)) == {A Iyc V(x)}.

Then taking U(11., V(x)) to be the neighborhood basis of Uxeu:c×C*(n)., Ux,uxx
C*(n).. becomes a topological space. It is denoted by (U, C*(n)). By the definitons
of the topologies of H,:,(n), and (U, C* (n)), we have

Lemina 3. 1)C op belongs in llO (U, H*(n),), then g induces a homeomorPhism g:k
from (U, C.(n)) onto (U, C,(n)) and g'" (x) is an isomorPhism from C. (n). onto C.(n)..

Using this lemma and theorem 1, we construct the associate vector vector
bundle v ee of sc by the following way. Let {g..} be the transition function of
ee, then we classify Uu(U, C.(n)) by the relation
((U, C*(n)) )(x, fL,.) t‑‑ (x, so..(x):i:.ICI.) E (V, C.(n))

and set this quotient space by v(E). By definition, v(E) is a topological space and

the projection P from v(E) onto X is defined and continuous.
DefiRition. A contimtous maPs from X into v(E) such that
p'ks (x) = x
is called a cross‑section.

Since the class of a constant function is invariant under the operation of
g.*, v(N) always has a non‑trivial cross‑section. Or in other word, v(ee) contains

a 1‑imensional trivial vector bundle R and we have a direct sum decomposition

(7) v(ee) ‑ vo(ee)eR.
'Note. If we use the vector space of complex valued continuous functions
instead of the vector space of real valued continuous functions, then we can
construct another associate vector bundle vC<ee) of ee, then we get
vc (ee) = v(ee) <g) C.

4. Tensor Product, symmetric Product and alternative Prodztct. If g 6 H(U,
Eo(n)), ￠EH(U, Eo(m,)) then we can define g(g)￠EH(U, Eo(n+m)) by

((g (2) cb) (J')) (a) =: (go ( y) (a'), sb(y) (a'')), a :il (a', a' '), a' E R'i, a'' E RM.

By definition, if {(,D..(:v)} is a transition function of ee, {cb..(x)}is a transition
function of ep, then {g..(x)op￠.,.(y)} is a transition function of ee<{I)W, the whitney

sttm of ee and W in the sense of Milnor. ([7]). But since (g op ip)." is an isomor‑

phism of C*Cn +m). which may be regarded to be the tensor product of C*(n).
and C*(m)., we call v(ee O sw) the tensor product of v(ee) and v(sw) and denote
v (ee) Q v(w) ‑ v <ee e v)･

For an element f of C(re'i"')=.‑C(R'ix･･･xR"), we callf is aymmetric (or
alternative) (with respecLL to re'i) if f satisfies
f(ai, '''''',a.) L' f(aa(o, ..b.‑., a(am)), aiEft'i, aE (ii5,n,

or
f(al, ････‑･,a.) == sgn(ff)f(aaa); ･･････, aa(m))･

Then (g(g)･･･(g)q)'i:f is symmetric or alternative if and only if f is symmetric or

alternative. Hereq is an element of Eo(n). Therefore we can define 777‑th
symmetric product S"i(v(N)) and m‑th alternative product A"i(v (ee)) of v(ee).

g3 Dual keundles of Emicrobundles.
5. Delfinitio7z of dtcal budles. If ee: X‑‑4.E‑E‑X is a rnicrobundle defined by

the diagram

u
j.7( Xxj

/x

U opn U
x /(
v/
UxRn ,

then we may assume gu(11)DU × Q, where Q is a neighborhhood of the origin of
R'i. Therefore we have an into isomorphism
go*u : C, (UxQ)‑C,(U).

Moreover, we may assurne
9%9u Li ((Un V) x O) D (Uu V) × Q' ,
for some neighborhood of the origin Q'. Hence (g℃mi;k gu'i:) (Co(U× Q))contains
Co ((Un V) × Q'). Therefore we get
Lemma 4. (qll‑i"g%;':) (x) induces an isomorPhism of C* (n)..
Lem]kia 5. gnrm"k' gve" indztces a homeomorPhism fo'om (U n V; C.(n)) o7･zto (Uft V,

C.(n)).
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We denote the homeomorphism from (U n V, C.(n)) onto (Un V, C*(n)) induced
from guri'tsopve'" by guv'. Its value at x is denoted by g.,.'(x). Then by lemma
5, we can classify Uu(U, C*(n)) by the relation
(U, C.(n)) g (:c, .fl.) ‑‑ (x, gp.,!(x).fl.) E (V; C*(n>).

' by this relation is denoted by x'(E). The
The quotient space of Uu(U, C.(N))
projection from v"(E) onto X is denoted by P".
DefinitioR. I41e set v*(ee) == {X, v:i:(E), P'ì} and call v;ts(ee) the dual bundle of v(ee).

Since we 1<now that if g and di are two isomorphisms of Co(n'i) and Co(RM)
then we can define the isomorphism gX￠ of Co (rei+"t) by
(opopip) (f(a,b)) = g(<gb(a)), gb<a) ‑= ￠(h (b)), aE ft", bE ftm,
we can define (v"'(ee) Cg>v(ep), v(ee)(S)v*(ep) and v"(ep)opv'"'(ac). Moreover, we obtain
( s ) v"(fl3)(El)v;ii(El)) ‑ v"<acOEI))･

Defingtion. v"(T) is called the cotangent 7nicrobundle of X. Here X is a toPological
n2anifbld ancl T is the tangent microbundle of X.

As v(ee), we can define the cross‑sections of v"'(ee) and there is the following

direct sum decomposition.
(7)' v"'(ee) = vo;k(ee)OR.
6. Cross‑sections of cotangent microbztndles. Theorema 2. 1]f s is a cross‑section
of P‑tensor Prouct of v"(T), then s is a P‑cochain of X in the sense of Alexander‑
SPanier. The converse is also true.
Proof. We assume that the manifold structure of X is given by {(U, hu)iJ. Then

we may set
(9) g..'(x) =hu,xu'"hv,x", hu,x(y) == hu(y)‑hu(x),
and a cross‑section s of v"(T)(8i)･･･opv"(T) is given by
s = {s u(x, ai, ･･････, ap)}, xt U, ai t' R", (n = dim. X),
su(x, guv' (v) (al), ････‑･, gJ.u'(x) (ap)) == slK:v, al, ･･････, ap).

Hence by (9), we obtain
(10) s.(x, hLL xL'(ai), ･‑･ ny ･･, hu, .r"i(ap))

=sv (x, hv, x‑i(ai), ･･････, hv, x‑i(ap)), xE Un V.

This shows our assertloil.

Similarly, we have

"sr is an s‑cross‑section of ee
Theorein 3. A Cross‑sect'ion of v (ee) op v"(T)X‑･nyXv"(T)
and the converse is also tsrue. (For the dofnition of s‑cross‑secttons, see [2]).

re

Note 1. In [2], we use another definition of Alexander‑Spanier cochain and
s‑cross‑sections, but they correspond to cross‑sections of a subbundle of
vo"(T)e･･･(2bvo*(T) and v(a2)&vo*(T)(2b･･･Xvo:k(z).

Note 2. In general, if X is a paracompact topological manifold and 6 is a
vector bundle over X, then we obtain

"sr

(11) CS(X, g) cllO(X, 6opvo'(T)(Eg)･‑･‑･･Xve"(T))ny

Note 3. If X is a normal paracompact manifold with locally finite covering
system {U}, ee is a microbundle over X with transition function {g,..(x), then
settmg
0.(xe, xi) = ̀"; Ve,v(N6') ev('i)‑ guTv(Xo) (9uv(Xi) rguw(Xo)),

Un W4e

(D(g). = dg. + 0.g ., g = (gDE CS (X, N), s2 o,

we get the following sequence.
Ci(X,
(12) CO(X, ee)‑‑

DDDDD

ee)‑‑. ･･･‑cs (X,
Cs+i<(X,
N)‑ ･･‑.
ac)‑

Here {epv[} is the partition of unity of X with car. epvc VVand d is the derivation

in Alexander‑Spanier cohomolgy. (cf. [2]).
g4 Associate vectorbsundles of H*d(st), ‑bundles.

7. Associate vector bundles of r‑b"ndles. We denote by r a pseudogroup of
continuous transformations of R" and set

1]o =: {fl fE4 fis defined on some neighborhood of the origin and f(O)==O},
1]o# ={f] fEEo(n), for some Q, a neighborhood of the origin, f]QEl‑e}.
By definition, ro# is a subsemigroup of Eo(n) and we have

Lemrna 6, For anyfEro, there exists a fEl"e#and a neig)lzborhood of the
origin Q such that

(i3) flQ‑f )Q.
By lemma 6, we can define the group 1"*. by
(14) r.. == lim.[H.(ult(x), r,#)]rs].
Here Hlk (Ult(x), To#) is defined similarly as 4,(Uh (x), Eo(n)).

Let ei, i ‑rm O, ･･････,n be carrier compact continuous functions on R" sttch that
eo(a) ::= 1, ei(a) = ai, i ‑‑ 1, ･･････, n,

d= (ai, ･･････, a.) E(?, a neighborhood of the origin,
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then we denote by V({e}) the subspace of Co(R") spanned by eo, ･･････, e.. The subspace

of Co(R") generated by V({e]J) and the operations of ro# is denoted by Cor# {e}. Then

we set
CoF#(,)(UxR") == {flffC,(U×R"), .1̀)ECeJ‑#(,), f=f(y,a), yc U,}
C*"(UxR'i) = Co FS(e) (UxR">/CeF# (e) <UXR") U C, (U × R"),

(ls) cr,, . ‑ lim. [cS(Lilt(x) × Rn) l is ].

We note that in this second formula, CP*(UxR") does not depend on the choice of
eo,･･････,e. if we fix the coordinate of R". By tliedefinitions of T*. and Cr*,., we

have '
Lernma 7. If fl.El‑,i,., then fl. induces an isomorPhism of Cr., ., and this re‑

Presentation of T*. as an oPerator grouP of CP*,. is isomorPhism.

We can define (U,CP*) similarly as (U, Cs:(n)). Then by lemma 7, we can
construct the associate vector bundle vP(r) of a I"‑bundle r by classifying Uu(U,
Cr.).

8. AsSociate vector bundles of Hd*(n), ‑bztndles and 1'et bundles. We set

Ee(n) =::{f lf is a CLclass diffeomorphism from R'i into R'i andf(O)=O},

1<r<oo.
We regard Ee"(n) to be a topological semigroup by CLtopology. (cf. [1]). E,r(n) is
also denoted by Eod(n) if we need not to elarify the order of differentiability. By

the same way as H*(n). and the sheaf ra.(n),, we can define the group Hl,"(n).
and the sheaf H*"(n),. They are also denoted by H*d(n). and H,i,d(n),. Similarly,

we set
C,r(R") ={f] fECo(R"), f is a C" ‑class function}.
We consider Cor(R'i) to be a topological vector space by C"‑topology. We also set
C,r (U × R'i) ‑ f] f EC ,(U× R'i), fi E C, r(Rn), f‑ f(y, a), yc U, },

C."(U × R") = C,"(U × R'i)/Cor(U × R") nC, (U×R"),
C."(n). = lim. [C, "(Ua(x) × R") j rcre].

We also denote C*"(n)., etc. by C*d(n)., etc.. Then we can define (U, C*d(n))
similarly as (U,C*(n)) and we can construct the associate vector bund}e vd(e> (or
vr (e) of an HA,d<n). ‑bundle 6 by classifying nu(U, C*d(n)).
Definition. if ss:r, then we set
c,r, ,(Rn) :== {fi f E C,r(Rn), (Dij)<o) ‑= o, I p ]:fgs},

P = (Pi, ･････t, p.), IPI ‑p, +i･･‑･+p. Dof =:= L

61ptf

D'f=tt'lglftJ':'['L'1'ttt'Ill'b'""'

Co", .(U× R") = {fl fc Ce(U × R'i), AE C, ", ,(R")},
C",, . (U×R'i) :== C,", ,(U x R")/C,'‑, ,(UxR") nC.(U×R'i),
C",, * (n). = lim. [C",, *(Ucr (x) × R") lrfi' ].

Note. In this definition, if s =r= oo, then
Cooo, oe (R") == {fi fECoca(R'i), (DtyC)(O) ‑ O, for all P}.

Leimma 8. if g. E a,r(n)., then g. induces a7z isomorPhism of Cr,, .(n).. for any
Since we can define (U, Cr,, ,i,(n)) similarly as (U, C*(n)}, we can construct an

associate vector bundle of an H*r(n). ‑bundle g by classifying Uu(U,C",,*(n)) by
lemma 8. This vector bundle isdenoted byvr,(g). By definiLLion, v",(6) is a subbundle
of v"(tr).

As we can define the quotient bundle of v"(g) for any subbundle of v"(g), we
get the following
DefinitXon. Setting
(16) ]',(g") =‑ v"(g)/vr,(g),
we call j,(g"') to be the associate s‑Ll'et bundle of e. Sinziiarly, zve set
(16)' 7's,(gh) == vr,(g)/vr,<sft), osgs<ts{Ir.

'

The map from g to 1',(g)(resp. to 1'S,(se)) is denoted by 7',. (resp. by 7'S,).

Note 1. If a r‑bundle <or an H,"<n),̀bundle) r: X‑E‑X is defined by the
diagram

/x

Ux /×
9u/U
x,,,L/
U×Rn
then (gn‑i"' gx") (x) induces an isomorphism of CP;:̀,., (or C"*(n).>. Therefore we
can define the dual bundle vp"(r). (or v""(g)). Moreover, if e is an 4,"(n). ‑bundle,
then (gu‑i"gex"') (x) induces a map from C",, s,(n). oiito C",, *<n).. Hence we can
define v","i:(e) and the associate s‑jet bundle 1','ì(g) by
j,:i:(g) ‑: vr*ce)/v",*(e).

Note 2. By definition, there is a canonical bundle map PS,: 7'",(g)‑1'",(8) if s>t

and we get
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pS,P',, ==: PS., if s>t>u20.
Hence we can define the inverse limit of {1't,(g)} if q". is an M,,oo(n), ‑bundle and we
have (cf. [4]),

(17) lim [1̀t,(g)IpS.] ‑= jtoo(g).
DefimKion. The structure grouP of 1',(e) (resP. 7'S,(ge)) (s,tlco) is denoted by G,(n,R).

(resP.GS,(n,re)). (cf. [5], [6]). ft is a linear grouP and there is a canonical (onto)
honzonzorPhis7n IL. (resP. fS,) fr'om IL,,d(n). to G,(n, R). (resP. to GS,(n, R)).

9. Assoct̀ate 1'et bztndles of the tangent microbztndle. If X is a smooth manifold,

then its tangent microbundle T is regarded to be an H*d(n),‑bundle, ([3]), and we

have
Theorem 4. j'O.(T) is the (tangent) r=7'et bzcndle of X tn the sense of Ehresmann,
([5]). EsPecially, we obtain
(18) ]"O,(T) :‑ T(X).

Ubre T(X) is the tangent bztndle of X.
Definition. VVe assume that X is a smooth manifold and e is a vector bztndle
over X, then a cross‑section of g<g)jO.(AP(vo'k(T))) is called an rv'et P‑fbrm (over X)
zvith coeu77cient in g"'.

Example. A p‑form with coefllcient iR 6 is a 1‑jet p‑form with coefficient in

e. (The converse is also true). ･
This example and (11) shows that the notion of s‑cross‑section is a natural
generalization of differential forms with coethcients in a vector bundle.
10. Smooth IIli,d(n)‑bundle and its 1',‑image. If X is a smooth manifold (of

class r) then we can define the differentiability (up to r) of the functions on
UxR'i, where U is an open set of X. The vector space of all CLclass functions
on UxR" is denòted by S"(UxR'i). We set
Se" (U× R") == S "(U× R'i) n C,"(U× R").

A
PefimitioR. fE H(U,Eor(n)) is called a CLclass n‑zaP if f:i: maPs S,"(f(UxR"))
onto S,"(UxR").
Definition. The subsemigrouP of H(U, Eor(n)) consisted by all C'Lclass maPs is
denoted by H).(U, E,"(n)).

Starting from ffL.(U, Eo"(n)), we can construct a sheaf Hl,"(n). by the same way
as Hll,"(n),. We also denote this sheaf by HA,d(n)d. It is a sttbsheaf of H*d(n)..
Therefore we can construct an ll*d(n)d‑bundle.
Definitiolt. An H""(n).‑bundle is called a smooth (C"‑class) H.d(n)‑bundle.

Example. IfXis a smooth manifold, then its tangent microbundle and
cotangent microbundle are both rz,,d(n)dibundles.

If X is an rzi,"(n).‑bundle, then we can define its C'Lclass cross‑section.

Especially if X is a smooth manifold and E is a smooth vector bundle or an

iSl

H*"(n).‑bundle, then we can define the C"‑class cross‑section of eopvo"(T)(g)･･･opvo":(T)

l2 AkiRA AsADA
or g(E3)AS (e""(T)). We set

(19) CS.(X, g"') == {the set of all Cr‑class corss‑sections of

ISI

g"' Xv,'(T)X･ ̀ ･ opvo :ì(T) },

(19)' À.(X, 6) = {the set of all C"‑class cross‑sections of eXAS(ve:"'(T))}.
CS.(X, e) and AS.<X, e) are also denoted by CSd(X, g) and ASd(X, g"). Since there is a
projection from CSd(X, 6) to ASd(X, e), if {eu} in the definition of D is a collection

of C"‑class maps, (e.g. to construct {0cfl} by using C'Lclass partition of unity),
then we have the following sequence by (12),

D DD D

D
(12)' AOd(X, g)‑Aid(X, g"')‑･･･‑AS,(X, 6)‑AS+i,(X, g).･･･,
and since we know
7'Or'd :=] CijO.' ,

we have the following commutative diagram.

ASd (X, g) ‑AS+i,(X, g")

1'O.' S]'O.'
Dor s

HOd(X, 6op1̀O.(AS (Vo'i:(z)))rm‑HOd(X, 8op1[O r(AS'i(Vo"(T)))･

Here Hed(X, v) means the set of all smooth cross‑sections of o, 1'O.' is given by
1̀O.' = identity(g)iO. ,

and DO. is the map defined by

(20) DOr == {(Du)Or}, (Du)Or=1'Or'd÷fOreU･ ,

As we know
(21) ]'Oid･ is the exterior differential,

we have by the commutativity of the above diagram,
Tkeerem 5. (c.L [6], [8]). ifE is a GL(n,R)‑bttndle, then we obtain

(22) DOi is the covariant derivation of e,
or t' n

other zvord,

(22)' {fOiOu} is a connection form of e in the usual sense.

No.
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